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(+1)7407732323,(+1)6143670370 - http://www.maxandermas.com

A comprehensive menu of Max & Erma's. from Reynoldsburg covering all 19 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Susana Halvorson likes about Max & Erma's.:
Food was fresh and had good taste, Tortilla soup is probably my favorite item on the menu. It has a good balance

of taste and heat. Place was clean and organized. Staff was friendly, had good settings and service was fast.
Prices normal for the area and meal size is good for what you pay. beautiful atmosphere and warming mood.
overall a good experience and I would recommend this location. read more. The diner and its premises are

wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather,
you can also sit outside and have something. At Max & Erma's. in Reynoldsburg, there are fine sandwiches,

healthy salads and further snacks for quick hunger, as well as hot and cold drinks, and you have the opportunity
to try delicious American menus like Burger or Barbecue. The burgers of this restaurant are among the

highlights and are usually served with filling sides such as chips, salads or wedges, Furthermore, the drinks
menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive assortment of beers from the area and

from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Soup�
TORTILLA SOUP

Mai� course�
NACHOS

Sid� dishe�
CHICKEN TORTILLA SOUP

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Drink�
DRINKS

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

BEEF

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

BBQ

BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

BURGER
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